1. Which of the following are allowed in WMNF Wilderness?
   ✐ Horses  ✐ Motorized wheelchairs  ✐ Bicycles  ✐ Helicopters

2. Which of the following is legal?
   ✐ Skinny-dipping
   ✐ Camping on the Sherburne Ski Trail
   ✐ Having a campfire on the treadway of the Black Angel Trail
   ✐ Mountain biking on the Old Jackson Road

3. Which Wilderness was created by the original Wilderness Act?
   ✐ Caribou-Speckled Mountain Wilderness
   ✐ Pemigewasset Wilderness
   ✐ Sandwich Range Wilderness
   ✐ Great Gulf Wilderness

4. In which ways can people legally harvest firewood?
   ✐ Without any special permit if dead and down wood for a campfire on NF lands
   ✐ ≤2 cords of dead and down with firewood permit
   ✐ With special permit/timber contract for live or standing trees
   ✐ Roadside dead and down without any permit

5. Where can people use a wheeled OHRV on the Forest?
   ✐ Forest roads
   ✐ Closed and gated Forest logging roads
   ✐ Hiking trails that are not Wilderness or part of the Appalachian Trail
   ✐ Snowmobile trails during the snow-free months

6. Which groups need to be carrying Outfitter/Guide cards while on the Forest?
   ✐ Church groups
   ✐ Camp groups
   ✐ Boy Scouts
   ✐ AMC workshops
   ✐ Hunting guides
   ✐ Researchers

7. Are the following issues legal or ethical?
   Removing a moose antler from the Forest ✐ ✐
   Cooking fires in the alpine zone ✐ ✐
   Camping on a trail outside of an FPA ✐ ✐
   Large campfires not in an FPA ✐ ✐
   A group of 40 on the Tucks Trail ✐ ✐
   A group of 40 camped at Clam Rock ✐ ✐

8. Someone asks for a “nice hike lasting under two hours.” Of the many choices you might suggest:
   ✐ Low’s Baldspot
Wild River/Highwater Loop
Lost Pond Loop
Mt Caribou
Landing Camp Trail

9. If people drive up the Auto Road where can they go skiing?
   - Tuckerman Ravine
   - Eastern Snowfields
   - Great Gulf Headwall
   - Oakes Gulf

10. You find someone sleeping in their car at the Pine Link Trailhead. Which of the following should you do?
   - Give them a ticket
   - Tell them why they shouldn’t camp there
   - Leave them alone. They’re doing nothing wrong.